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Foreword
Whether in agriculture, forestry or elsewhere, the challenge with sustainable land use is not so much
determining what to do, but rather, how to pay for it and change the incentive structure necessary to
achieve a quantum shift in practices on a large scale.
Existing investment schemes, both public and private, do not match the practices that drive
sustainable land use.ii
We have written this paper to propose the development of an innovative finance mechanism to
address these problems. This mechanism, which we christened “Inari” iii, draws on our collective
expertise in finance, science, governance and rural economic development.
We designed Inari to drive financing to sustainable producers in a way that improves their livelihoods
and protects the environment. It would accomplish this by aggregating payments from those producers
into investment gradeiv securities that offer a compelling risk-reward profile.
Making Inari a reality requires public support, both for the remaining research needed to develop the
concept into something ready for implementation, as well as to drive down the risk of investment in a
way that enables extensive private sector participation.
Our goal is to catalyze significant transformative changes in agriculture and land use. But this paper
does not have all the answers. Taking Inari from concept to reality will require broad collaboration.
We hope this paper will offer a basis for that collaboration to begin, with an eye towards
implementing Inari in 2014.
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Inari’s Design
Inari is a network-based system designed to finance sustainable land use at a global scale. If
developed and implemented properly, Inari would be truly groundbreaking, attracting large
investments of private capital into land management while maintaining quality standards
for sustainability and governance.
We have designed Inari to support diverse land use practices. In particular, we have
focused on investment in sustainable production activities in agriculture and forestry, as
well as the infrastructure that transforms the outputs of those activities into market-ready
products.
This means that Inari’s investment activities will have much greater breadth than usual.
Inari might invest in a system of rice intensification in Maliv, a combined heat and power
community sawmill in Mexico, a maize/fruit agroforestry operation in Zambiavi or
rehabilitating mangrove forests to support sustainable livelihoods through beekeeping and
fisheries in Vietnamvii.
As standalone prospects, these investments seem too risky. This underpins our rationale
for a networked financing approach: the aggregated cash flows of these operations may
represent a significantly underappreciated investment opportunity. The inherent diversity
of their operational risks, target markets, customers and home currencies create a
compelling risk mitigation story – and that is before one considers the advantage diverse
practices will have in mitigating and adapting to climate change.
All that is needed is an intelligently designed system to fuse them together. We offer Inari
with that purpose in mind.
Matching Small Producers to Big Capital
The first challenge Inari would face is matching diverse production activities to investors’
preferences for standardized financing schemes.
Again, the land use choices that Inari would promote in the field would tend to be
extremely variedviii. This diversity is as it should be, since these activities are suitably
adapted to local circumstances and consequently more resilient.ix
But we also want Inari to attract large-scale investors, who generally prefer standardized
investment opportunities. They gravitate towards investments which are “liquid” – that is,
traded in a market with large numbers of buyers and sellers. In liquid markets it is easier
to dispose of an asset when needed. It is also easier and cheaper to assess the risk in these
markets.
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It would be senseless to deal with this mismatch by forcing one of these two models to
accommodate the otherx. Instead, Inari needs to accept the differences between producers
and investors and find the right way to connect them.
The Financial Entity and Aggregator
Inari would bridge that gap through a tight network of intermediaries which stand between
investors and producers, as illustrated here:

The most prominent intermediary would be a Financial Entity. This non-profit
organization would be tasked with driving loans to diverse producers in agriculture, forestry
and other major land-use sectors.
Any producers in receipt of a loan would agree to a repayment plan and would operate
under stipulated conditions. The loan would be disbursed in stages and if these conditions
were not met then the credit line would be cut. Given the key role played by small- and
medium-sized operations, the Financial Entity would use Aggregators (such as regional
banks or farmers organizations) to deliver credit to those operations.
Whether directly to a producer or via an Aggregator, the Financial Entity would offer loans
with three key advantages:
1. Longer maturities
2. Lower interest rates
3. Flexible repayment schedules
(We explain the rationale for this from a producer perspective on page 7 and illustrate the
method by which these loans could be made to interest investors on page12.)
Each of these loans would generate a stream of repayments from the producer to the
Financial Entity. Once a sufficient number of loans are made, that pool of payments
would be securitized using a public-domain software program that would arrange the
payment flows into optimally low-risk combinations.
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Protection, Verification and Performance Assessment
In order to facilitate the sale of the resulting securities to investors, the public sector would
provide a Protection Fund. This capital pool would guarantee timely and complete
payments to investors under certain scenarios (which are described more completely on
page 14).
Public support could only be justified by the delivery of sustainable outcomes at scale.
Thus producers and Aggregators would need to submit to audit and verification
requirements. The Sustainability Verifier would ensure sustainability outcomes while the
Performance Assessor would assess the performance of Inari’s institutions. Both the
Verifier and Assessor are independent entities whose roles are explained in detail on pages
19 and 21.

This design concept raises significant questions. We address the most prominent of these
in the following sections, which are divided into four categories:
 Section I (Page 6): General questions about Inari’s overarching design and rationale
 Section II (Page 11): Financial questions about how Inari’s investment scheme
would work
 Section III (Page 17): Sustainability questions, especially about how Inari defines
and ensures good practices
 Section IV (Page 21): Governance questions, not only about the places where Inari
invests, but also about how Inari would police itself
We recognize that the answers offered in these sections are not enough to justify
implementing Inari immediately. That is why, in closing, we also offer a look at the
questions Inari will need to have answered in order to be ready for implementation.
These will set the tone for our work on the Inari system in 2012 and 2013.
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I. General Questions
What Makes Inari Different?
Inari differs from other financial approaches in its unique combination of six attributes:
1. Portfolios. Inari’s portfolio approach is quite novel, and should be diverse enough
to reduce risk and enhance predictability for investors. The differing size, location
and crop cycles of the various borrowers can be used to reduce the risk from any
single project as well as smooth the overall cash flows of the portfolio.
2. True Sustainability. Sustainability is a major factor in selecting projects for the
portfolio. We will specifically target projects that either currently employ, or have a
clear path to the establishment of sustainability practices. General financial
concepts, like asset-backed securities, are indifferent to this consideration.
3. Investment, Not Speculation. The resulting instruments are tailored for
investment, not speculation. This implies a longer-term return perspective on the
part of the funders, which enables the borrowers as described above. This differs
from proposals for land-based carbon marketsxi.
4. Global Scope. The focus is on sustainability in general, not restricted to either the
developed or developing world. Sustainable land use is a universal issue, and this
global perspective enables us to look at more options in constructing a portfolio of
projects.
5. Technology. We are proposing an approach that leverages technology in a very
different way. From a technology perspective, Inari is based on a network of nodes:
investors, borrowers and intermediaries. Technology enables the significant
parallel communications required for network participants while also housing the
algorithms needed to generate the securities we propose (more details on who will
own this technology is on page 23).
6. Credit Markets. Finally, Inari targets a large pool of money instead of relying on
the creation of a new and different asset class. This is important, insofar as size of
credit markets matches the enormous scale of the finance required for sustainable
land use. Just the amount of securitized loans outstanding - US$15 trillion, a
narrow sliver of the credit marketsxii– dwarfs the potential size of mechanisms like
emissions trading.
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How Would Inari Drive Sustainability?
Two reasons stand out. First, Inari’s employment of longer maturity credit is not just
about finance. It would also drive performance.
One of the major obstacles to sustainable land use – particularly in agriculture – is that
credit is extended on such short timeframes that sustainability becomes an “externality”.
Even if a lender wanted to drive sustainable land use in its portfolio, there is no basis upon
which to require performance.
Inari changes this picture. By providing credit on a longer timeframe, and in stages, it also
provides the basis for ongoing performance incentives. For example, fulfilling the operating
conditions could result in lower interest payments for the producer or greater access to
supplementary credit for expanded operations.
Conversely, non-performance would be cause to restrict or deny access to Inari, and its
considerable benefits in the future, whether or not the full loan amount had been
dispensed.
Second, Inari has another feature that leaves it uniquely placed to drive performance: it is
designed to invest widely. Particularly where climate finance is concerned, large projects
and bilateral initiatives have a perverse political incentive: they cannot be allowed to fail,
creating a sort of well-intentioned moral hazard.
Inari avoids this problem by building one large initiative out of many small ones. No
single loan, country or production line would be so important that Inari could not afford
to exclude it from the system.
Why Would This Make Sense for Farmers, Forest Owners, etc?
Inari would employ a unique aspect of credit – flexibility – to maximum effect. When we
refer to the ‘flexibility’ of credit, we are referring specifically to three attributes: maturity,
repayment frequency and interest rate.


Maturity is the duration between the moment the loan or bond’s face amount is
disbursed and the time by which full repayment (interest included) is supposed to
have been madexiii.



Repayment frequency denotes the interval (annual, semi-annual, quarterly, etc.) at
which payments are made on the bond or loan.



Interest rate is the price that the borrowers agree to pay in return for the money
they are borrowing. This is usually expressed as an annual percentage of the bond
or loan’s principal amount, which is the amount of money that the borrower
initially receives.
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Inari is designed to provide financing at longer maturities of up to 15 years. We consider
the more conventional model of matching operating loans to single growing seasons to be
inherently ill suited for sustainable land use.
To cite one example, research from Zambia shows that it took 4 to 6 years for farmers to
see yield improvement after planting Faidherbia albida. These trees need time to install
their root systems, which together with their nitrogen-rich leaves improve the soilxiv. Under
a short-maturity approach, financially sustaining this sort of activity is impossible. Even
from a financial perspective, this is clearly dysfunctional given that the yields of maize and
other staples in the Zambian project showed massive improvement over 4-6 years.
The objective is to provide financing that will continue until yields have improved or other
benchmarks of productivity and efficiency have been met. In this way, loans can be repaid
out of the profits derived from the investment.
We think Inari should – and can – tailor repayment frequencies to borrowers’ needs.
Beneficiaries should be able to repay loans (interest and principal) at irregular intervals,
using the profits derived from the investment.
This can, for example, protect the producer from extreme weather events like droughts.
Even if the producer loses a single harvest under these circumstances, they may avoid
default by using the profits of their next successful harvest.
Additionally, sustainable practices do not operate according to entirely predictable time
frames. A maize producer implementing organic fertilizer systems may see relatively
immediate results but it may take a longer time to maximize productivity, and the flexibility
Inari offers allows that producer to get there either way.
Inari is designed to make interest rates as low as possible, since beneficiaries of the loans
will not be able to sustain high levels of indebtedness. If interest rates are too high,
borrowers will default on their loans, and the demand for credit may be too low to make a
real difference. The reason this can be done in a way that interests investors is explained
on page 12.
Why Doesn’t Something Like Inari Already Exist?
The ideas that form Inari are not novel concepts. The basic importance of extending
affordable finance to rural areas is well understood, as is the idea of promoting
sustainability via public investment. And the importance of returns in attracting private
investment is elementary to all finance.
The problem lies, not with these individual points, but rather in our inability to address
their respective shortcomings through an approach which synthesizes their advantages and
imperatives. Doing so requires attacking three problems:
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1. Private financial systems in rural areas are not working
2. Public resources to fill this gap are lacking
3. Most investors are required to seek return on capital, not social, governance and
environmental impact
With respect to the first issue, we have to recognize that the financial system is not
designed to service the rural economy. It prefers standardized, quick and clean
investments, which is why the International Food Policy Research Institute noted in 2010
that:
Most rural households lack access to reliable and affordable finance for agriculture and other
livelihood activities. Many small farmers live in remote areas where retail banking is limited
and production risks are high. The recent financial crisis has made the provision of credit
even tighter and the need to explore innovative approaches to rural and agricultural finance
even more urgentxv.
This would be easier to solve, but for the fact that public resources are scarce. In
particular, public institutions in OECD countries are under extraordinary pressure due to
alarm about high debt levels. Additionally, emerging economies either lack the political
consensus or balance sheet strength to make these investments at scale.
This means that sustainable land use requires private investment. Here, we run into a
third problem: private investment will not flow on a large scale to sustainable practices
because they are the right things to do. They will only do it for profit.
Outside the financial sector, many make the tacit assumption that investors deploy their
own capital. In reality, most investors have investors of their own to satisfy and can be
fired at will if they fail to perform. This explains their laser-like focus on returns, and
means that an advantageous balance between risk and reward is the only way to draw their
capital into sustainable land use.
Doesn’t This Require Political Support?
Yes – and here, we see a promising context. Numerous international initiatives address the
issue of spurring investments in sustainable agriculture and land use.
For example, REDD+xvi, a mechanism negotiated under the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)xvii to reduce emissions from deforestation and
forest degradation, is a well-known global attempt to finance transformations in the way we
use the land.
At the December 2011 UNFCCC Conference of Parties in Durban, South Africa,
delegates committed to devote more attention to drivers of deforestation, including
agricultural expansion, and agreed to develop a work program on agriculture.xviii This
epitomized the increasing recognition that the problem does not lie with agriculture or
forests in particular, but with land use in general.
8

What’s lacking is an approach like Inari, one that recognizes the distinct needs of private
investors, the public and – most importantly – the producers who we all need to deliver
truly sustainable outcomes.
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II. Finance Questions
What Kind of Investment Would This Offer?
Inari would offer securities backed by diverse pools of payments from the credits that the
Financial Entity and its associated Aggregators extend to producers. This differs from
many climate finance approaches, in that both the composite asset and its underlying
components are familiar to investors.
This is important because, regardless of their success in delivering public goods, sustainable
land use activities remain unfamiliar to investors. This presents a major impediment to
accessing their money.
Inari’s use of cash flows derived from credit would break down this barrier. From the
mechanics of lending to risk modeling, credit is a well-understood area of finance with a
large pool of existing investors. The language of credit is global, and as a result, the task of
demonstrating the value that Inari’s securities would have would become infinitely easier
relative to other possible investment opportunitiesxix.
What Type of Investors Would Inari Appeal To?
We have not focused this design on socially responsible investment (SRI) because that
group of investors does not control enough capital to support the system’s end objectives.
This is not to say that SRI is not a potential market for Inari, but the Wall Street Journal
suggests that SRI funds, at more than $100 billion are “still tiny compared with the $7
trillion invested in all stock mutual funds and ETFsxx.”
To access larger pools of capital, Inari will need to have a purely financial appeal to
investors who are only interested in the bottom line. Not only do we believe that our
design blends the right elements to do this, but we think the current context makes it likely
that Inari will find a more receptive audience.
Understanding this context starts with the fact that major central banks such as the Federal
Reserve (US), Bank of Japan (Japan) and European Central Bank (EU) have set their
benchmark interest rates at rock-bottom levels. This approach is sometimes known as
“zero interest rate policy”, or ZIRP.
ZIRP has had a major impact on investors holding bonds, leading the Global Head of
Foreign Exchange Strategy for French bank Société Générale to say in late 2011 that:
From here, bond market returns are about as attractive as following a plague of locusts across
a field of corn. You’re not going to get rich buying 2yr Notes at 0.3% yields (indeed, you’re
just going to guarantee to get a bit poorer) and I don’t think you’re going to achieve much if
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you picked up 0.25% yields in this morning’s 2yr Schatz [a German government bond],
eitherxxi.
Bonds are particularly important investments for pension funds seeking returns for retirees
who are living longer. As those funds struggle to make good on commitments to future
retirees, ZIRP has created a sustained – and unprecedented – opportunity to attract capital
away from traditional bond markets.
In 2011, pension funds struggled in many countries, with the average fund in the United
Kingdom gaining just 3%, that in the United States just 1.7% and the average Japanese
pension fund losing more than 2.7%xxii.
And this was not a trend restricted to G8 countries: after posting an average return of more
than 8% for the previous decade, 2011 saw China’s National Social Security Fund advance
0.84%, far less than its rate of inflation.
These pension funds, which represent some of the largest capital pools in the world, find
themselves in need of a large number of investment opportunities. At the same time these
opportunities need to carry comparably high returns, at the same time as having relatively
low risks.
On all three counts, we believe Inari can be constructed to deliver the right product.
Other Than Context, What Makes You Think Investors Would Be Interested in This?
First, we believe that investing in sustainable land use across a large number of diverse
practices and countries generates a comparatively favorable risk profile.
Inari would extend credit to the widest possible range of sustainable practices: organic rice
storage in Vietnam’s Mekong Delta, agroforestry production of maize and medicinal trees
in Malawi, a community forest collective carrying out sustainably intensified cattle ranching
in northern Brazil or polyculture operations in the American Midwest.
We think that the risk of these investments in sustainable land use has been substantially
mispriced, especially outside of the G8. Our modeling estimates indicate that the
difference in interest rate environments is quite large. Based on central bank rates (which
set the context for all other interest rates in a country), a representative portfolio of
emerging markets can pay as much as 14 times more than a representative portfolio of
Canada, the European Union, Great Britain, Japan and the United States.
Therefore, even when providing lower interest, Inari can deliver a relatively high return for
investors.
Second, we think that it will prove possible for Inari to offer a smooth, consistent flow of
coupon paymentsxxiii to the investors, while maintaining ample room to maneuver at the
producer level.
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To demonstrate how this would work, we provide a simplified example using six different
countries (Brazil, Ghana, India, Kenya, the Philippines and Thailand). Note that it is
possible to construct a scheme in which the payments for individual producers shift from
high (in green) to low (in red) while maintaining a consistent payment level in USD:

But What Guarantees These Currencies Will Retain Their Value Over Time? Isn’t
There Still Major Foreign Exchange Risk?
Yes. In fact, investors presented with this opportunity will immediately realize two things:
o They have their own investors, who give them money in “hard currencies”: euros,
US dollars, British pounds, Japanese yen
o But the farmers give them payments in a “local currency”, which can be anything
from a Colombian peso to a Kenyan schilling to an Australian dollar
For an investor from the US, this is a problem when the dollar appreciates against
something like the Indian rupee or Mexican peso – because the payments stay the same
amount in rupees or pesos, but the exchange rate change means less dollars for the
investor. This is similar to problems with fertilizer or fuel costs, only in reverse.
The essential point is that we need to figure out a way to help investors manage this risk.
This can’t all be done by governments, because of limited public funding capacity – so
what should Inari do?
We believe that Inari’s portfolio approach handles this elegantly and effectively. A simple
illustration using Value at Risk (VaR)xxiv measurements over five days with a 99% threshold
demonstrates this point. For purposes of communication, we have provided a visualization
of this example in Appendix B on page 32.
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Why Is Public Support Needed?
We have an investment theory, not an investment fact. Demonstrating that our idea can
work in practice will require tangible public support. This involves funding Inari’s
construction and offering targeted support for its ongoing operation.
Initially, this support will come in the form of targeted support for the research and
development required to take Inari from the concepts described in this paper to an actual,
implementable system. We feel strongly that the condition for those investments should
require that those involved in the research and development process:
 Commit to releasing any and all innovations (such as the securitization software
described above) into the public domain
 Refrain from any investment in securities that Inari might generate
 Refrain from having Inari invest in any production operations (i.e. a farm or forest)
they own or control
We intend to develop specific proposals for this research and development process in the
coming months. These proposals will target the questions raised by this document, but in
a time-sensitive way that focuses on producing a practicable result no later than 2014.
The second form of public support Inari requires is for the securitization process.
Specifically, Inari should adopt a ‘belt-and-suspenders’ approach that asks the public to
provide both default insurance (the belt) to cover the risk of non-payment and external
credit enhancement (the suspenders)xxv to ensure timeliness of repayment.
How Would the Protection Fund Work?
The Protection Fund would act as a form of guarantee, offering compensation to investors
who lose their investment due to default or delayed repayment. This would significantly
improve the risk/return profile for investorsxxvi.
Indeed, a dedicated Protection Fund established by the public sector is likely to be very
attractive to investors. Such a fund would be especially important in the early stages when
there is no operational record of accomplishment to draw on – and consequently, no
concrete indication that the bonds will provide a return.
Still, this is not a giveaway. Investors buying the securities would still bear risks that should
reasonably remain in their purview. We can draw the line by asking two questions:
i.

Can the investor reasonably quantify and understand the risk?

ii.

If so, is the risk so large that the investor will be unable to invest?
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Let us assume the existence of an investor who specializes in infrastructure, specifically
bridges. The investor targets a specific country in which to build some freight bridges,
where the costs are defrayed by tolls levied on goods transported across the bridge. Now
assume that the public needs this new freight bridge to be built in a risky area. In this
scenario, public money should be targeted towards taking some of the risks off the table,
but not all.
If the bridge is in a conflict zone, the public might help by providing protection against it
collapsing due to sabotage. On the other hand, if the bridge collapses because the
investors squeezed their contractors or used substandard labor, they need to bear that loss.
And if the bridge does not pay off because not enough freight is being hauled across it, that
risk also properly belongs to investors.
In other words, Inari would provide a sensibly delimited form of public support – not a
bailout covering all possible losses.
Who Would Back the Protection Fund?
This is an important question, since the quality of any default insurance or credit
enhancement depends entirely on who provides it. Accordingly, this is reflected in credit
ratings agencies’ methodologiesxxvii and we have spent considerable time examining these to
form an opinion on how Inari should work in this regard.
Especially at the beginning when Inari is building its track record, it is important that this
support be provided by highly rated international entities, such as public institutions,
credit insurance institutions or (potentially) even sovereign wealth funds.
If Inari’s pool of support is provided by strong entities, the risk to the overall investment is
reduced. We have seen examples of this in practice: for instance, the use of USAID
agricultural credit enhancement in Afghanistan has significantly increased access to credit
in a risky contextxxviii.
We envision the Protection Fund blending default insurance with multiple forms of credit
enhancement, both internal and external. Its specifics might look something like this:
Type
Default insurance

Description
Provides coverage to Financial
Entity’s bondholders in the event the
Financial Entity cannot repay its
bonds.
DSCR (Debt Service An insurance that the money
Coverage Ratio)
available to the borrower will always
guarantee
match a pre-determined percentage of
each debt repayment
Overcollateralization The process of posting more collateral

Provider(s)
Public

Public

Financial Entity and
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Weather indexed
insurance

than is needed to obtain or secure
financing.
Facility designed to insure producers
against disruptions due to climate
events

Aggregators
Public or private

To complement the Protection Fund, public sector investment should also be used to
leverage existing insurance facilities such asxxix:
o Non-commercial guarantees (in effect risk insurance) for investors and lenders
provided by the World Bank’s Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
(MIGA)xxx;
o Credit guarantees (enhancements) for local currency debt exposures in emerging
markets provided by GuarantCo, a private–public financial institutionxxxi;
o Political risk insurance for REDD+ projects provided by the US-based Overseas
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) (the first product was signed off in
November 2011)xxxii;
o Special insurance for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and cooperatives,
which otherwise find access to such facilities difficult, e.g. provided by companies
established to improve financial flows to forestryxxxiii.
Dedicated facilities could be established within MIGA and/or GuarantCo that are
streamlined and less expensive for investors to use, for example through subsidized
insurance (or guarantee) premiums for investorsxxxiv.
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III. Sustainability Questions
How Does Inari Deliver the Right Outcomes?
Without specifying and verifying sustainability outcomes beyond financial returns, Inari
could be used to drive investments towards unsustainable activities that are simply
“greenwashed”, a completely unacceptable outcome.
This is a challenge. Financial outcomes are easily measured through profit. However,
environmental, social and governance outcomes are easier to define than they are to
measurexxxv. We specify three sustainability outcomes that encompass social, economic,
environmental and governance aspects:
•
•
•

Improved rural livelihoods, including economic development and community
resilience;
Enhanced environmental integrity, including improved biodiversity and reduced
environmental impact of agriculture/land use; and
Enhanced food security, focussing especially on sustainable intensification of
agriculture.

As outcomes, these are easily understood and resonate well with development goals
expressed at international and country levels. We see no controversy in stating that the
mechanism should, along with the objective of generating financial returns, contribute to
positive developments for each of these outcomes. However, it is critical for the finance
mechanism to define and assign roles for their verification and assessment.
Effective verification and assessment of sustainability outcomes, as well as assessing
performance of the institutions involved in delivering them, are vital. These functions not
only are important for maintaining the integrity of Inari; they are instrumental in
calibrating and refining the mechanism.
We see this happening through three entities: the Sustainability Verifier, the Performance
Assessor and the Aggregator.
How Does Inari Ensure Genuine Sustainability?
The Sustainability Verifier is envisioned as providing evidence to investors, public
institutions and all other engaged stakeholders that both the mechanism and the
individual Aggregators are delivering sustainability, as defined by steady improvements over
time for each of the outcomes. It will, for example, be expected to produce regular audit
reports and conduct site inspections.
This monitoring challenge is compounded by a history of complex indicator systems in
sustainable development theory and politics. Deploying these systems can be prohibitively
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expensive and may not necessarily provide clear measures of progressxxxvi. These examples
therefore provide a poor starting point for effective verification approaches for the
mechanism proposed here.
Yet, effective and transparent verification is a necessary condition for scaling-up financing
for sustainable outcomes in agriculture and land use. To be effective and transparent in
this case, verification will require:
•

Confirming the defined sustainable outcomes to the investors, involved public
institutions and all other stakeholders using a minimum set of measurable and
unambiguous parameters that can be applied anywhere and at all scales;

•

Applying established methods of sampling to find cost-effective solutions to the
monitoring of these parameters, while ensuring reliability and accuracy; and

•

Ensuring that the approach and results are transparent and easily understood by all
stakeholders.

How Would Inari Measure “Sustainability”?
Our initial proposal is to use two variables that correlate, at a general level, with the
sustainability outcomes, and can be readily and cost-effectively monitored:
1. Income of producers; and
2. Amount of biomass and organic matter present in the landscape.
In making these initial suggestions, we are well aware of (a) potential limitations in how
well the parameters actually represent the outcomes, (b) the need for continued scientific
evaluations – especially regarding the validity of the proposed parameters in relation to
biodiversity, (c) the need to consider other potential parameters, including a parameter to
measure improvement in producer institutions and (d) the need for further specification of
the actual metric to be applied for each parameter.
At the same time, we see value in making a substantive initial proposal to stimulate an
open debate of sustainability metrics for the mechanism. The table below indicates
correlations between outcomes and proposed parameters:
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PRODUCER INCOME

BIOMASS & ORGANIC
MATTER

VERY HIGH
Indicates economic
development

HIGH
Indicates resilience to climate
variation/extremes

Enhanced
environmental
integrity

MODERATE
Indicates capacity to invest in
sustainable approaches

VERY HIGH
Indicates provision of ecosystem
services and carbon sequestration

Enhanced
food security

HIGH
Indicates capacity/motivation
for sustainable intensification

HIGH
Indicates resilience to climate
variation/extremes

Improved
rural
livelihoods

We refer to the type of monitoring to be applied by the Sustainability Verifier as
“strategic”xxxvii.
Strategic in this case denotes a requirement for overall accuracy, but not for complete
coverage of information. It implies a sample-based approach through which the variables
in question are measured in detail and the sampling frame ensures overall accuracy and
cost-effectiveness. Science and practical experiences, for instance from national forest
inventoriesxxxviii and from population/household surveys, provide us with solid and
sufficient knowledge on how to go about the strategic monitoring of the above variables.
This paper will not go into further detail regarding the information requirements or the
design of the monitoring system. It only intends to make the case that strategic monitoring
and verification of sustainability outcomes can be considered a possible and a viable
approach, albeit with some development requirements remaining.
How Would Inari Hold Producers Accountable?
Verifying the achievements of individual producers is a core function of the Aggregators.
This is an integral part of the business agreement between Aggregator and producer. It is
therefore necessary for the Aggregator to monitor producer achievements, so as to ensure
those achievements are contributing to the overall sustainability outcomes of the
mechanism to which they have committed.
Verifying producer achievements is different from the verification carried out at strategic
level by the Sustainability Verifier. It involves the collection of information and
verification of achievements for every producer (as opposed to a sample-based approach).
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This means that the methods and approaches used must be very low-cost to avoid
unnecessary transaction losses.
Another distinction is that the verification of producer achievements can, and indeed
should, use information that varies with location and socio-economic context. This
necessitates sustainability criteria relevant to diverse conditions.xxxix Defining and
developing methods and approaches for monitoring producer achievements is therefore
the responsibility of each Aggregator.
While strategic level verification must have a standardized set of parameters across the
entire mechanism, the variables at producer level should be adapted to local realities.
However, some common features can be identified.
We believe that monitoring and verification at producer level should be closely tied to the
financial agreement between Aggregator and producer. The monitoring of performance
should be integrated within the general interaction between Aggregator and producer.
Furthermore, we think that Inari’s specific sustainability variables must represent its overall
sustainability outcomes. Both the type of variable and its application may be different
depending on the context. The need for low-cost monitoring and verification creates
arguments for proxy-based approaches, where performance can be evaluated through
estimates or judgments.
The Aggregator needs to evaluate the quality of producer achievement proxies in relation
to the desirable sustainable outcomes.
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IV. GOVERNANCE QUESTIONS
How Would the Inari System Itself Be Accountable?
The role of the independent Performance Assessors is to build accountability into the
proposed mechanism. The specific activities involved need to be defined via research, but
we can already relate some examples of what might be involved.
For instance, a Performance Assessor with expertise in financial governance might conduct
periodic assessments of the mechanism’s governance and institutions (Protection Fund,
Financial Entity and Aggregators) and make recommendations for improvements to the
rules and processes. Another Assessor with experience in developing countries might
identify the capacity building needs of the Aggregators, for example assessing deficiencies
in communication, or in personnel, and providing assistance and training which address
these obstacles.
Whatever the specifics, it is important that the assessments be publicly available through an
easily accessible website that will provide regularly up-dated information on all aspects of
the mechanism.
How Would Good Governance Be Judged and Enabled?
Governance is generally considered “good” if it is characterized by stakeholder
participation, transparent decision-making, accountability of actors and decision-makers,
rule of law and predictabilityxl. For practical assessment purposes, the enabling
environment necessary for good governance can be described by three pillars and six
crosscutting principles, as illustrated here.xli
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These pillars and principles can apply to any economic sector at national, sub-national or
local levels. They provide the basis for diagnostic and assessment tools that can identify
areas most in need of capacity building and direct public sector support. Targeted support
from the public sector to strengthen governance in agriculture, the forest sector and land
management can create an enabling environment for investment in a way that is both
efficient and sustainable over the long termxlii. Such targeted support is needed over the
long term to complement Inari and help to ensure its success.
The public sector is already engaged in building capacity to strengthen governance in the
forest sector, for example through the EU Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade
(FLEGT) Programme established in response to high levels of illegal logging and importsxliii.
It is also participating in the development of tools to assess the governance of forests and
REDD+xliv.
Although the relationship between good governance and sustainability outcomes has been
recognized,xlv less attention appears to have been paid to strengthening governance in the
agricultural sector than in forestry. Notable efforts in the agricultural sector relate to
certification schemes for commodities such as chocolate, coffee, cotton and palm oilxlvi.
However, a more concerted effort to improve governance is necessary to enable delivery of
sustainability outcomes.
How Would Inari’s Governance Be Judged and Capacity Built?
The pillars and principles also describe the essential components necessary to ensure the
good governance of Inari itself. The six principles will be applied across three pillars:
•

Pillar 1: The governing and operating rules of the mechanism’s institutions

•

Pillar 2: The planning and decision-making processes across the mechanism

•

Pillar 3: The procedures for implementation and ensuring compliance with the
governing rules and sustainability criteria, including assessment of institutional
performance and strategic and operational monitoring

Public investment will be required to enable Performance Assessors to identify and address
Inari’s institution-building needsxlvii. Capacity for inward investment in developing
countries will need to be built by, for example, developing expertise and capacity in local
banking systems. Training and certifying senior personnel in internationally accepted
business practices, including accounting and reporting, will also be required.
This will need to be complemented by investment in international centers for research and
skill development in sustainable resources management.

Who Would Own Inari’s Securitization Functions?
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Clearly, we would not be doing this if we did not support the concept of private
investment in sustainable land use. At the same time, this is an effort made in the public’s
interest. As such we believe that the processes creating that investment should be as open
and transparent as possible.
This is why we propose to develop and release all source code used in the mechanism’s
software under a so-called ‘free software’ licensexlviii. Specifically, we suggest release under
something like the Gnu Public Licensexlix.
Many of the processes described here – such as making a bond or a portfolio or deciding
how to set an interest rate – inhabit an obscure, often misunderstood corner of finance.
At the very best, this engenders mistrust and creates apprehension about financial
institutions’ real intentions. At worst, it allows truly dysfunctional systems (such as those
that created mortgage-backed securities in the United States in the 2000s) to escape needed
scrutiny.
Neither is acceptable in any scenario, but making the software free and readily available
will go a long way towards resolving those issues.
What Challenges Would Inari Face in State-Level Governance?
Inari’s design raises the question of how to manage the considerable differences in
governance among countries and ensure that public and private capital is deployed cost
effectively.
This is particularly important in countries where risks related to weak governance and
institutions may impede the mobilization of capital, diminish the returns on investments
and hinder the achievement of sustainability outcomesl. Indeed, failure to address these
risks could create new opportunities for corruption and perverse incentives, causing Inari
to backfireli.
This also makes a difference from an investment perspective. While private capital is able
to assess and take on operational risks, it is less willing to accept other risks, such as
governance risks, which it cannot predict or quantify.1
There are two main types of governance-related risks relevant for investors in sustainable
land use activities in developing countries:
1. Malfeasance: fraud and corruption, appropriation of assets; and

1

For example, despite significant opportunities investors are often slow to return to post-conflict contexts because the governance risks
are so difficult to estimate
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2. Governance challenges: political risk, land tenure issues, legal and regulatory
uncertainty, poor law enforcement, ineffective land planning, currency
convertibility and volatility, and operational difficulties.lii
Governance risks vary by country, by the nature of the operation and by the duration of
the investment. For example, mining operations in the DRC, with high capital
expenditure, long lead times and extensive negotiations with the host government, carry a
much higher governance risk than short contracts for management consultancy in Brazil.
However, as a rule, many investors demand higher returns from non-OECD countriesliii.
Interest in REDD+ has underlined analyses of governance conditions in developing
countries. Here we use REDD+ to illustrate the challenges for the finance mechanism we
are proposing. For example, the following figure illustrates the extent and nature of
governance risks in developing countries engaged in REDD+liv.

World Bank governance indicators place nearly 80 percent of these countries in the lower
half of the world rankings for political stability and regulatory qualitylv. Similarly, 52
percent of those rated by Coface have uncertain political and economic environments, and
32 percent are classified as high-risk environments (see bar chart below) lvi.
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What Public Support Would Inari Need to Enable Operations in Risky Locations?
The public sector has an important role to play in minimizing governance risks and, as
noted above, in creating the enabling environment necessary for Inari to operate and
deliver genuinely sustainable outcomes. It can fulfill this role in three different ways:
a) Capacity building to develop frameworks for good governance, both at different
levels of the relevant sectors and for the finance mechanism itself (see pages 21 and
22);
b) Developing specific facilities to mitigate risk for private investors, primarily through
the Protection Fund, but also by leveraging existing risk-reduction facilities (see
page 15); and
c) Supporting the development of the systems for verification and assessment (see
page 17).
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OPEN QUESTIONS AND MOVING FORWARD
This paper is the beginning of a process that intends to lead to concrete actions. We
recognize the need for further consultations, scientific research, development and testing to
make this mechanism a reality.
We intend to formalize collaboration between our institutions and invite others to
participate in a consortium of champions prepared to take the mechanism forward.
Our goal is to make Inari operational in 2014. Through 2012 and 2013, we intend to
engage in the following efforts:
•
•

•
•

•

The development and fine tuning of Inari through consultations with experts and
partners in finance, sustainability and governance;
The commissioning of scientific reviews and studies to inform the design of the
mechanism, particularly with a view to enhancing specificity in the verification and
assessment of sustainability outcomes while ensuring efficiency, and ensuring good
governance outcomes;
The development of a robust, open source software platform to meet Inari’s
securitization needs;
Disseminating information about the proposal and stimulating policy
considerations within the international community and processes involved in
sustainable development, notably in relation to the outcome and follow-up of
Rio+20; and
Analyzing the financial potential and producer demand for the mechanism

In doing so, we have identified several questions that will have to be answered. The most
important long-term question is:
How will we know that Inari is delivering on its ambitious promises of providing credit to
those who need it most in a manner that helps them, supports the interests of the investors
and benefits the environment and society?
The answer is that we would first pilot test Inari at a safe but representative scale. This
means that the most important near-term question is:
How do we design a pilot test of Inari (and with whom) so that we can establish whether it
works, iron out inevitable problems and create investor, client and intermediary confidence
based on the resulting evidence?
The questions listed in Appendix A are the basis for the design of that pilot phase. These
will provide the platform for our work in the coming year. We welcome anyone interested
in joining this effort to make contact.
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APPENDIX A
The following is a list of open questions identified during the writing and review process that produced this document. It is
not exhaustive, but intended to provide the reader with a sample of the issues we intend to consider during research and
development of Inari. We have broken the questions into three categories for ease of reference.
Finance


How should climate risk be factored in? If so, should the risk be handled through the Protection
Fund or should the risk be assumed by investors?



How would Inari react to a major shift in interest rate environments e.g. a clear convergence of
developed and developing country interest rates?



How might Inari securities be treated under Basel III?



To what extent would investors be able to bear technology risk? If they are not, what other solutions
(ranging from diversification to insurance) would be appropriate?



How would taxation work at each level of the mechanism? What impact would these taxation
considerations have on design and effectiveness?



Is it possible and advisable to develop long-duration offtake agreements with large commodity
retailers?



How much money would the public sector have to provide? What is the leverage ratio of public and
private finance?



Does Inari engage with the marketing side i.e. facilitating access to competitive markets?



To what extent can we use existing entities for Inari’s institutions?



How would Inari ensure that the credit reached those who needed it most, but were the least
empowered to access it?

Sustainability


Are the proposed sustainability outcomes adequate and do they reflect current developments on
sustainability indices?



Should governance at producer level (e.g. improved producer institutions) be included as an
outcome and if so what parameter is needed to assess this?



What additional parameters and/or refinements of the two proposed parameters are needed to
demonstrate that Inari is improving rural livelihoods of those most in need, i.e. ensuring equity?



Are the current parameters adequate to demonstrate enhanced environmental integrity, i.e.
improved biodiversity and reduced environmental impact of land use? If not, what additional
parameters/refinements are needed?



Are the current parameters adequate to account for the use of non-renewable energy? What impact
might we expect such a provision to have on smallholders?
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With what frequency should on-site audits be carried out?



What information tools currently under development can be adapted/used for monitoring and
assessment of outcomes at strategic and local levels?

Governance


What is the most cost effective approach to ensuring good governance of Inari? For example, how
can local resources best be used to assess and address capacity needs?



Will Inari create conflicts of interest at the loan level, e.g. with cooperatives lending to own
members? Are these a problem and if so how shall we address this?



Is the proposed approach adequate to ensure Aggregator accountability? What would Inari’s
reaction be to fraud (including misrepresentation of outcomes by an Aggregator) and
misappropriation of funds, especially in locations where the rule of law is weak?



How should Inari interact with other initiatives whose aim is to build good governance and develop
enabling environments in the relevant sectors and how can synergies be achieved between these
initiatives?



Could Inari be challenged for contravening rules under WTO or other existing regional and
bilateral free trade agreements? If so how should we address this?



How can we prevent a perverse incentive for land acquisitions?
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APPENDIX B
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few months in 2011-12 to show this.

-4.00%
-3.50%

As you can see down there at the bottom, the
Colombia Peso (COP) offered low risk. All the
scores are well within the investor’s desired
range.
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But they can’t invest all their money in
Colombia!
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So they can consider other places, like Thailand
(THB), Kenya (KES) and the Philippines
(PHP). These were all well within the acceptable
risk levels we set earlier.
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But this approach
excludes important
countries – and not
just those -4.50%
who have
major civil strife or
huge levels-4.00%
of
poverty. -3.50%
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We found-3.00%
it can
also apply to
-2.50%
investments
in
Brazilian reaís
(BRL) and-2.00%
Ghanaian cedis
-1.50%
(GHS).
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-4.00%

Not only that, but investors have key concern
-2.00%
about currency risk in emerging markets.
When0.00%
these countries go bad, they can go very
bad, very quickly, which means the real risks
that would ruin an investor aren’t down here…
Reflects interbank trading data from February 22nd, 2012
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…they’re up here, where an investor can lose 10 percent of the
investment in a single week (just because of the currency, much less
harvest problems, fuel costs, etc.)!
Investors have found it impossible to predict which currencies will
reach this level of risk, so all emerging markets and developing
countries are deemed suspicious.
In other words, lowering risk means finding a way to handle this
problem.
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This won’t happen by picking countries based on stability.
When we picked a random sample to show this effect, we
-10.00% were surprised to see currencies like the Malaysian ringgit
(MYR) pose major risks, even though Malaysia has relatively
stable investment opportunities.
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The solution is the same as we saw in the
portfolio: blend the investments.
-10.00%

-8.00%

-6.00%

When we ran a simple model, we saw that
pooling these currencies into a PORTFOLIO
that blends Colombia, Thailand, Kenya, the
Philippines, Brazil, Ghana and Malaysia…
…gets the risk down to where we need it, which
will drive lower payments for producers while
retaining flexibility!
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